
Overview







General LU Partial Pivoting

What does the overall process look like?

(and what pivot do we pick if all values in the column
are nonzero)











More cost concerns

What’s the cost of solving Ax = b?

What’s the cost of solving Ax1 = b1, . . . , Axn = bn?

What’s the cost of finding A−1?









LU: Rectangular Matrices

Can we compute LU of an m× n rectangular matrix?
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Eigenvalue Problems: Setup/Math Recap

A is an n× n matrix.

� x �= 0 is called an eigenvector of A if there exists a λ so that

Ax = λx.

� In that case, λ is called an eigenvalue.

� By this definition if x is an eigenvector then so is αx, therefore
we will usually seek normalized eigenvectors, so �x�2 = 1.



Finding Eigenvalues

How do you find eigenvalues?





Distinguishing eigenvectors

Assume we have normalized eigenvectors x1, . . . ,xn with eigen-
values |λ1| > |λ2| > · · · > |λn|. Show that the eigenvectors are
linearly-independent.





Diagonalizability

If we have n eigenvectors with different eigenvalues, the matrix is
diagonalizable.



Are all Matrices Diagonalizable?

Give characteristic polynomial, eigenvalues, eigenvectors of
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Power Iteration

We can use linear-independence to find the eigenvector with the
largest eigenvalue. Consider the eigenvalues of A1000.



Power Iteration: Issues?

What could go wrong with Power Iteration?



What about Eigenvalues?

Power Iteration generates eigenvectors. What if we would like to
know eigenvalues?



Convergence of Power Iteration

What can you say about the convergence of the power method?

Say v
(k)
1 is the kth estimate of the eigenvector x1, and

ek =
���x1 − v

(k)
1

��� .


